
mini marching bands 1-4     christopher adams 

 
 
Rows 
 
1 Mathematical collection created by repeatedly 
removing middle thirds from a line segment (2 
words) 
2 David Bowie album released two days before his 
death in 2016 
3 Sign of things to come / Infomercial knife brand 
4 One singing love songs, say 
5 Beyoncé role in "The Lion King" / First name of the 
first man in space 
6 Angular velocity letter / "The Heroes of Olympus" 
deity 
7 Attempt / Fleet of foot 
8 Mount Rushmore nickname (2 words) 
9 Like some natural rhythms 

Bands 
 
A Choirmasters / Ancient Tuscan region / Japanese 
currency / Verdi opera set in Egypt / "Timeline" 
author Michael / "The ___ Emergency" (two-part Jon 
Bois video about the declining number of athletes 
with a certain name) 
B Doesn't have / Shocked, in a way / Louisville 
Slugger, for one / Man of La Mancha / Polite form of 
address with an apostrophe 
C V8, e.g. / Dubai's land, for short / Short releases / 
Shout out loud 
D "A Star Is Born" star (2 words) 
 
  
 



mini marching bands 1-4     christopher adams 
Rows 
 
1 Shape with five corners 
2 Junior or senior, e.g. / Knock the socks off of 
3 Sling mud / Radiohead singer Yorke 
4 Head honcho (2 words) 
5 Incredibly easy win / Big name in "Weird Twitter" 
6 Pleasant smell / "PUNK" band (or, something you 
might drink in the last answer to band B) 
7 Bird of prey (or, Rebecca who wrote the final 
puzzle for the 2019 Indie 500 crossword 
tournament) / Having five sharps (2 words) 
8 Hirsute Himalayans / Attire for ballerinas 
9 Felines fending for themselves (2 words) 

Bands 
 
A Cooped (up) / "Brokeback Mountain" director (2 
words) / Barbie-like doll in "The Simpsons" (2 
words) / Pretentious (hyph.) 
B Body part that Mike Tyson bit off of Evander 
Holyfield / Like Xena or Wonder Woman / "Hotel 
Rwanda" group / Spot for a spot? 
C "Santa Baby" singer Kitt / Big safari sight / Walk 
noisily 
D Online music option 
 
 

 
 
Rows 
 
1 "The Descent of Man" author / Tuck partner 
2 Fired (up) / Hitchcock film of 1948 
3 Indie crossword constructor and four-time winner 
of the Worst Handwriting Award at the Indie 500 (2 
words) 
4 Bikini alternatives (hyph.) 
5 Two-time Tony Award winner Alfred / Osric of 
"Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency" 
6 Barton who founded the Red Cross / Fabled loser 
7 Maron of "GLOW" / "Harry Potter" house-elf 
8 Bad place to get stuck / Get out of control 
9 Former home of the San Antonio Spurs 

Bands 
 
A "God, Home, and Country" org. / Home of the NHL's 
Jets / Chop ___ / Captain of the Nautilus / Sub's 
counterpart / Nightstand device (2 words) 
B Red eye relief, perhaps / Popular Prohibition drink 
(2 words) / Not made up / Brendan Emmett 
Quigley's alma mater, for short 
C Game of global domination / "Sleepy Hollow" 
schoolmaster (2 words) 
D Statistical graphic with a donut variant (2 words) 
 
 
 

 
 
Rows 
 
1 Put back into position 
2 Extract forcefully, as information (3 words) 
3 Uncommon knowledge 
4 Crossword blogger who coined “Natick” (2 words) 
5 Colorful flower painted by van Gogh / Lions, Tigers, 
or Bears, e.g. 
6 A "guy who thinks he's fly", per TLC / ___ Yang 
Twins (hip-hop duo) 
7 Two-masted craft 
8 Villainous look / Golf club part, or how a golfer 
holds said part 
9 Heineken alternative / Chemistry class locale 

Bands 
 
A Rider's restraint / "Discount Double Check" 
company (2 words) / Economic stat, for short / La 
Bayadère and La Sylphide, for two / Grindr bio 
descriptor, perhaps / Fathered, as foals 
B Highly seasoned stew / It's breathed near the beach 
(2 words) / Sitcom cancelled in 1971 as part of a CBS 
"rural purge" (2 words) 
C Cheri formerly of "Saturday Night Live" / Portrayer 
of characters named Elizabeth in both "Pride and 
Prejudice" and "Pirates of the Caribbean" / 
Two-dimensional array of numbers 
D Vehicle for many a booze cruise (2 words) 

 
 

 
In a Marching Bands puzzle, each row has some number of answers that fill the row (going left to right), and each 

band has some number of answers that fill the band (starting in the lettered square and going clockwise).  
All entries are clued in the correct order, but the dividing point between these entries is for you to determine.  


